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ABSTRACT
It is shown, that it is possible to
obtain the degree dependence of ave-
rage multiplicity from energy, KNO-
scaling and the effect of leading ,
taking into account the law of energy
preservation.
The following model of multiple process is offered for
discussion. Particles are born independently of each other
from some distribution /(E), but a chance set of E_., E,
turns into realization of the multiple process only under
the condition, that the sum
n
=_Ei
will fall into the small interval Ago about g o (primary
energy). The density of distribution }(E)is assumed to be in-
dependent of Eo •
The distribution of the thus obtained events on multi-
plicity n will be:
P, = Prob{5,_aEol/7_Prob{5_EA£o} = f,,(Eo)/Z _,,(Eo), (I) .
where n .
f,, (E) = .JlE), t(E )* ...* _(S_J
I'!
is fold single particle distributions. From the theory of
probabilities it is known that if the second distribution
#(E)moment exists, then the sum _, is distributed according
to the normal law:
I ( (E-hE) _[
/.('E)"" -2V3"_-_6expI- 2"'_"_ j . . --*oo, (2)
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where
co
= JE/(E_aE, _2= jE:t(E)clE E:'.
o 0
It is clear from here that the maximum of distribution
falls on
"_.... Eo/E- (3)
and the relative distribution width is
n/_ -.- (61g)E-'12 (4_
Thus, in this case we have the linear increase of the
average multiplicity and the decrease of relative fluctuation
according to the Poisson's law - both are inconsistent with
the character of multiple processes.
Another case is discussed in the theory of probability
too" when no second and even first moments of distribution
f(E) exist [1_2 ] .
If that satisfies the condition
/ HE'>dE'--. aE "_ E-- co _ E_O,2) (5_p Y
E
then instead of (2) there is a tendency to the stable law
with the index _ and parameter # = I (for positive random
values)
Prob( S--"-A.<x } t)
_n P
here
s,,= [otanJ
and An is determined by the index _ . _or _ > i the first mo-
" ment exists and can be used for centering consequence A.--nE/B.j
for _ = I A n _- fn n and for _ < ! A. = 0 [3 ].
. Using this result for each of these cases, we obtain:
,x = t: F_t.nFL"-Eo , ,_nl_ --- [ tn _] -_, (7t
a < t" _ ... Eo_ , ,_r_/f_ -" const¢,o. (8)
_rom here it is clear, that at _6(_.2), when only the
second moment doesn't exist n is proportional Eo , although
the relative fluctuations decrease at a slower rate; at ==
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when the first moment ceases to exist, the linear dependence
(E@) is violated and the decrease of fluctuations is
slow, untill finally at =<I the dependence of multiplicity
from E acquires a degree character (with index 6 ), and the
alsSribution width of quant£ty ( n/_ ) stops to change with
the increase of energy. Thus, at _< I we find the characteris-
tic features of the multiple processes.
At _=I/2, the analytical form of density of the stable
law is
9(x,_,i)= G'(_,_,I)= x e
leading to one of the known approximation KNO-distribution
_(z)= -_-e
and the average multiplicity _ _ r _/2 which doesn't disagree
_O'
the experiment (if Eo means the energy of the particles in
the center-of-mass system).
For more detailed study of the given model, a Monte-
Carlo simulation was carried out with the distribution func-
tion:
-_-i
f(E)= {_E E_ t0 , E < |,
= tl4, 112, 1, Z, 4.
Results are shown in fig. l-3. Besides the confirmation
of the above theoretical conclusions (3-8), it is clear from
these calculation, that at_<_ there exists a particle sep_ra-
.,t_by energy, which carries away about a half all the
energy of the_born particles (effect of leading), and the
distribution along the variable z =n/_ has the typical form
of KN0 distribution and doesn't depend from primary energy
(KN0-scaling). This circumstance, in particular, may be used
for the working out of the simple algorithm for simulation
the act of m_Itipartical production by Monte-Carlo method in
calculations of extensive air showers and perhaps, is of in-
terest to the theory of multiparticle production.
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Pig. I.Average multiplicity and _ig.2.Distributions of
relative fluctuations, multiplicity for Eol,
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: _/_ Pig. 3.Average value
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